2005 honda cr v problems

For example, the Honda CR-V received a total of 70 complaints to carcomplaints. Furthermore,
the same vehicle received a total of complaints to vehiclehistory. Other owners reported about
problems to repairpal. The number of reported problems doesn't always mean there are
significant issues with the vehicle, and shoppers should stay away from it, especially if the
problems were easy to be fixed. However, the Honda CR-V most-reported problem is related to
transmission failure. Unfortunately, even if there are very few reported problems with a vehicle's
transmission, it raises red flags on this vehicle, and shoppers should be very careful about
buying it, and current owners should be prepared to deal with such a problem. The goal of this
article is to provide an overview of what type of problems current owners might face. Also, we
assist new shoppers in deciding whether to buy the Honda CR-V or not depending on the type
of problems and expected repair costs. In this article, we start with a quick high-level overview
of the Honda CR-V main characteristics. Then, we summarize the most reported complaints
about this vehicle by category. Finally, we included a section on direct owners' opinions about
this vehicle in addition to the most frequently asked questions about the Honda CR-V problems.
In this section, we provide an overview of the Honda CR-V, focusing on the main pros before
diving into the cons. According to Edmunds. The vehicle provides a great riding experience and
has excellent crash scores. The Honda CR-V had significant changes, especially after the
redesign, including updates to the headlamps, the front facias, and the antilock brakes. The
vehicle seats up to five passenger s and provides up to 2 miles per gallon on city road and 29
miles per gallon on the highways. It comes with a 2. With this vehicle, you can get up to 1, lbs of
towing capacity and about lb-ft of torque. Now we have a good understanding of the main
features of the Honda CR-V; this section covers the main reported problems about this vehicle.
Most of these problems have to do with either the transmission, the lights, the AC and heating
system, the interior, and electrical system, and others. Transmission problems are one of the
worst problems that any driver would like to deal with. This is because transmission repair
required relatively high repair costs and a significant level of effort to get fixed, if possible.
Unfortunately, the top and the most reported problem with the Honda CR-V is related to the
transmission. If you own such a vehicle, expect to deal with transmission failure, harsh shifting,
problems with the torque, and issues with transmission slipping. A large number of owners
reported sudden transmission failure with their , miles Honda CR-V vehicles. These owners
resolved the problem by either replacing the transmission or the torque converter.
Transmission slipping is another common problem with the Honda CR-V, as reported by many
owners. Transmission slipping occurred mostly at vehicles around 88, miles. These owners did
not report information about repair options or repair costs. The second most reported problem
with the Honda CR-V is related to significant issues with the lights. If you own a Honda CR-V,
you might already notice that the headlight burn out frequently despite any type of regular
maintenance. Headlights burning is usually fixed by replacing the bulb or replacing the ceramic
part that holds the light bulb. Some owners complained that water might get inside the Honda
CR-V light lenses. The problem doesn't only occur during rain. Water gets inside the light lens
from the carwash, which is a very annoying problem, as reported by these owners. The problem
is not about AC stopping working one time, and owners mentioned it happens frequently and
made driving uncomfortable, especially during summer. A problem occurs mostly at vehicles
around 85, miles. The Honda CR-V interior problems are related to issues with the dome light,
door locks, issues with the heated seats, and problems with the steering wheel. A couple of
owners mentioned that their new Honda CR-V had problems with the dome light, where it
doesn't open when you open the door. However, it opens when you close the doors. The
owners did not provide information about repair options or repair costs. Continuous issues with
door locks were reported by 87, miles Honda CR-V owners. Door locks won't function properly
without a clear reason and despite the continuous regular maintenance. To get the problem
resolved, they had to replace the door actuator. At least one owner complained that there is
inconsistent heat coming from the heated seats, which caused driving uncomfortable. The
problem occurred at a vehicle around , miles. However, the owner did not mention any
information about repair options or repair costs. Electrical problems were also reported
frequently about the Honda CR-V. These problems were related to issues with the engine not
starting, dash cluster failure, and starter dying. The most-reported electrical problem about this
vehicle is related to the engine not starting. While you might see the lights on, owners were not
able to start the vehicle. Starter problems were reported mostly by vehicles around 40, miles. At
least one owner indicated significant issues with the dash cluster of his 80, miles Honda CR-V.
The owner indicated that the dash cluster problem was also associated with brake warning light
illuminating and other issues with the speedometer. The owner confirmed that he performs
continuous maintenance to his vehicle and had no idea about why these problems occur
frequently. Like transmission problems, engine problems are one of the worst problems that

you don't want to deal with due to the high repair costs. Fortunately, engine issues are not very
common with the Honda CR-V. In general, very few reported engine complaints had to do with
issues with check engine light, problems with the engine dying while driving, and excessive oil
consumption. The check engine light is used by the internal computer of the vehicle to report
internal mechanical issues. Several owners mentioned that the check engine light would start
illuminating without a clear reason, even after fixing many issues. The majority of reported
problems were resolved by replacing the O2 sensor. Check engine light issues occurred mostly
at vehicles around 85, miles. One owner mentioned that his vehicle's engine died suddenly
without a clear reason for his , miles vehicle. The last reported engine problem had to do with
excessive oil consumption. At this mileage, it is not surprising to start dealing with major
mechanical issues with any vehicle. Similar to the engine problems, windows problems were
not reported frequently about the Honda CR-V. The most-reported complaint has to do with
windows not functioning at vehicles around , miles. To provide a clearer idea about the type of
problem you might face with the Honda CR-V, we allocated this section to provide current
owners' opinions on their vehicle. This owner reported a complaint to carcomplaint. My wife
was stranded on the road on a cold evening. After the diagnosis, we had no choice but to sell
the car completely instead of fixing as the cost of the fix is the near value of the car, and the car
was 10 yrs old plus miles. The second owner reported a complaint to vehiclehistory. It now has
k. This is my third and last Honda that I will ever own. It will serve you well for the first 5 years of
its life, but watch out afterwards. I have had consistent suspension and alignment issues
despite replacing all four struts, control arms and even a ball joint. I still have a poping in the
front end that the mechanic can't figure out and it pulls to the right despite never being in an
accident. I have had to replace a window regulator in the drivers door and now we cannot use
the door lock and power mirror switches in the drivers door. Also the outside trim is falling off
in the Az sun. The power steering pump went out and you will likely need a new AC compressor
at some point like we did due to a design flaw were the exhaust manifold is too close to it
making it too hot. I had a 86 Accord and an 89 Civic previously that we're both a lot more
durable. I am sticking to Toyotas and I hope to trade in this heap soon. The third owner reported
a complaint to Edmunds. I have a CR-V, which had the first compressor go bad at 56, miles. I am
a single mother, and could not afford that. He fixed it for The last owner reported a complaint to
repairpal. In this section, we focus on the most frequently asked questions about the Honda
CR-V problems. The biggest problem with the Honda CR-V is related to the fuel injection
system. If you own such vehicle, expect to have continuous issues with having fuel in the oil
that can cause some gas-like smell whenever you drive your vehicle. Transmission issues
occur mostly on Honda CR-V vehicles around , miles. Some of these biggest issues include
harsh shifting, problems with gear switching from first to second. In general, any vehicle's
engine can last longer if you take good care of it. For instance, if you perform regular
maintenance to your Honda CR-V, the engine could last up to , without significant problems.
According to customer reviews and experts' opinions, the Honda CR-V could last between , and
, miles assuming you perform regular maintenance to your vehicle. Two thousand five marks
the ninth model year for the Honda CR-V. While this year, it was not ranked as the worst model
year, it did receive a relatively high number of reported complaints. Unfortunately, he most
reported a problem with the Honda CR-V has to do with transmission failure, which requires
very high repair costs. Transmission problems were not the only reported issues with this
vehicle; there are also light, AC and heating systems, windows, and few complaints about
issues with the Honda CR-V engine. Since the goal of this article is to educate current owners
and new buyers about what type of mechanical problems they should expect, the high number
of reported complaints about the vehicle's transmission raises red flags and suggest staying
away from it. The suggestion for current buyers is to be prepared to face transmission issues
any time and keep in mind an option for selling their vehicles. If you decided at any time to sell
your vehicle, you are in the right place. Cash Car Buyer is one of the top-rated junk car buyers
and is willing to buy your Honda CR-V despite its condition. Plus, we offer free towing for all
customers despite their living location. The process is super simple! All that you need to do is
to give us a call, describe your Honda CR-V's condition, accept our free offer, and get your car
towed within one to three days for FREE. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for
predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The
owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator,

starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure.
Changed both fuses but did not fix problem. Cost to repair not worth it due to age of car so I
bought a long cord and use the 12v outlet in rear cargo area instead. Not a fuse. Rear deck 12 V
plug works fine". We changed the outlet and then the fuse but neither solved the problem. Since
this vehicle has a second outlet in the tailgate, we just ran a power outlet extension with a long
cord from the tailgate and under the seats to the front cabin. Cost to repair by dealer is not
worth it". The dealer wants hundreds of dollars to fix". They have darkened-and in some cases
are now totally black. Included are my speedometer, gas gauge and cooling indicator. I am told
this can be fixed but with a lot of labor involved I have also hit large pot holes which causes my
oil light to come on and stay on for a very long time ". Next week will be the third time I leave it
at Honda to fix". At night I cannot see the gas gauge or the speedometer. The tach is now
starting to fade. Last maybe 5, miles. At least twice a year. The lights have alternately blown out
once a month. Battery needs to be replaced every 3 years. Interior lights seem to drain the
battery. Fancy headlights burn out even faster. Have to do this about once a year". This has
happened since we bought the car new in ". I have used both manufacturer and aftermarket
bulbs and they last no more than 6 months". They have lasted an average of 24K miles. Service
technicians have told me that this is common on this model. I have never had a car with
headlights that burn out frequently. We've not had any problems since then". Most for any car
owned". Hard to find the problem until after many years the wiring harness for them was
replaced". Have run into other CR-V owners at auto parts store who say the same as they stock
up like me on spares". I took the car to the dealer and they replaced the lamp sockets, and I
haven't had any problems since". Have had dealer, local garage, and others replace but all burn
out fairly quickly". Honda wants hundreds to replace the bulbs, so we're living with the problem,
as we don't drive much at night. Fortunately I can still see my gas gauge and most of my
speedometer. There are several small lights in the instrument cluster. These had to be replaced
by removing the instrument cluster. The problem started during the fall of and was fixed at the
beginning of April Never had a car lose so many lights". I have to do it manually except for
drivers sude door. Replaced electronic device in door". One time after unlocking the back
manually with the key, the lock seized my key and I needed to call a locksmith who was able to
release the key from the hatchback". Also the doors do not lock unless the button is pushed".
The door unlock motor sounds like it tries to activate, but does not unlock the driver door.
Lights do flash to indicate it is trying to work and the problem is not in the key transmitter. I
don't remember t". Mechanic thinks the problem is in the main control panel in drivers side
door". This was after the airbags had been replaced due to the recall. The dealership could not
fix it except for a total electrical replacement costing over a thousand dollars. I chose not to
have that done as only seldom is there a passenger. As an aside just last week the directional
signals and hazard lights stopped working. I will have that fixed. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Have replaced about 4 of them". Because of the left caliper failure, my right rear had to do extra
duty and I had to replace the brake pads. I had the rear brakes replaced under mi". Rotors I can
understand but not callipers". It was the calipers frozen Replaced both sides plus pads. This
was really the first big exspence other than normal maintenance tires etc. When the tow truck
operator tried to tow my car, it was discovered that the right rear caliper was partially locked".
My wife and are are considering downsizing to one car to save cost. But I replaced all the
breaks and then the master cylinder went and then the calipers needed to be replaced and it
was costing serious money to keep it running. Simply needed replacing". Normal wear! Our
CRV doesn't do this and it's the same modle and trim line. So, on a regular basi, I have to get my
parking brake tightened. A littly annoying. Calipers seize on a regular basis. LLY cheep
replacement parts". I downshifted, took my foot off the gas to slow down as much as possible.
Then, suddenly, they started to make a horrific grinding sound that made the whole car
shudder. The next day we took it to our trusted mechanic who replaced both rear brake pads,
rotors, and calipers. The car had been standing for a while. Since these were repaired, at about
A solid, nimble, reliable little vehicle that's also fun to drive". I live in an area with a lot of hills
so I use my brakes more than typical usage". It's constant. I have no problens with the brakes they seem to work fine, although a caliper froze on me last year an needed replacement".
Bearing squeal made this hard to hear so after dealer fixed axle bearings this came up. Dealer
replaced rotors and pads in one trip. It is probably normal for the mileage. Seems expensive to
repair until comparing to payments on a new vehicle! Had to reface them". I had similar work
done about 2 years ago by someone else. Not sure if the original work was not done correctly or
the car just needed new brakes. Unfortunately by the time the car made me aware of the issue
by squealing I needed almost all new brakes necessities. Mostly due to age they said". Most

noisy on wet days". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. This is expensive to change as
the entire suspension has to be disassembled. There is a service bulletin on this. We have had it
worked on multiple times only to have the problem persist". Lucky to have surviived. A
dangerous situation". Tie rod ends are easy to change, ball joints require professional work.
Only kms. He indicated higher mileage CRVs rarely experience this type of wear". Squeaking
badly". The car is over 13 years old. I was able to buy the bushings and rent a tool to replace
them. I also replaced the ball joints myself and used tape measures and a laser to perform a 4
wheel alignment. There were no steering nor alignment issues. I have not replaced them yet.
This also facilitated a strange sound when turning and my inability to turn the wheel properly".
One rear strut broke in , replaced for labor only. Had the front struts changed last month.
Needed struts, ball joints, sway bars". I had them replaced--and the front ones were really bad. I
got good prices and my mechanic is reasonable but it was still expensive". Replaced within 2
days of experiencing the problem. Work was completed by a local auto service and repair
business. Mechanics are certified". Discovered when my mechanic was changing the oil, put
the car on a lift and gave it a check. Caught just in time! The dealer replaced the rubber boots
on the tie rods and ball joints, but didn't tighten all the bolts. The car steered erratically because
of loose front end. I took it to an independent alignment shop and they diagnosed the problem.
Just had to tighten all the bolts regarding tie rods etc. It happens when I start the car and brake,
it happens when I'm parked at a store and depress the brakes. My mechanic tells me it's a
problem in the wheel area and that Honda does not have a fix for it. I've been driving and
hearing the click for a year and all is well. The click noise happens regardless of the weather.
It's bothersome and it sounds like the shoe, or wheel in this instance will drop at any time. I'm
delighted that I found a personal Honda specific mechanic 2 miles from home. Found that
Honda is not supportive of DIY owners like myself. Had to replace the clutch so replaced the
whole unit. It needs a new compressor and something else. We said forget it. In I replaced all
components with the advice that this model had a defective a design in the AC system. Now it is
failing again and I have been told a single component will not fix it. I need to replace all
components again. Instead I plan to replace the vehicle. Our summertime heat makes AC very
necessary". I think i've been told different things , added more freon and it cooled about a week.
I also had air conditioner problems and had to replace the air conditioner". Leak of freon or
failed compressor. When we took it in to have it checked we were told that the AC Compressor
needs to be replaced. We have yet to have this work completed". Honda completely replaced
system. Still works". No more". It barely worked when I got the car used 49,". It just stopped
working". Also one of the heater. Blowe fans". Called tow service! This time they agreed it was
starter? NOne in stock! Was stuck without CRV". Had to replace". Have not repaired yet". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Missing
hardwear". Car is parked outside most of time and is expose to strong sunlight. The clear coat
has also turned yellow. Surprisingly this is almost exclusively on the driver's side of the car.
The car has never been in an accident or repainted as far as I know. The pain on the roof is
fading. There are no cracks or peeling". The problem spread to the hood. It looked awful. We
had the car repainted". Had to repaint areas". Continues to peal". THis has not happened on the
Jeep or my 28 year old Chevrolet G20". Especially if vehicle is parked outside. The Honda rep
never saw anything like it before. Simple fix - bought 2 new pieces parts dept. Then along with a
screwdriver, replaced pieces in about 15 minutes. My 10 year old looked near new again". But
this car is 14 years old, and being driven in snow country. An expensive fix". Had to get all of
them reparied. Try fix myself without success. It gets wet on both sides but I live with it. Now
have bad mold oder which I have not been able to correct". CRV still safe to drive". Squeaks and
rattles all of the time. Lots of air noises. It's a loud car". Had it rewelded". All struts and front
end parts have been replaced but it has been awhile and may need to have all that replaced
again due to over miles. Also brakes need to be replaced agai". It goes away when I accelerate".
The primary complaint is that road noise air mostly is pronounced and annoying. The front seat
window are noisy". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Car is 13 years
old. MY mechanic says it's OK to keep running it. To replace it would be VERY expensive".
Dealer was way expensive. Muffler shop fixed without loosing cat converter". I bought it used
and the issue was already there. My local repair shop diagnosed and fixed the problem. I have
mentioned this to repair shops, but none seemed to be concerned. I have replaced all airbags
related to recalls, but the side bags have not had a recall. Honda dealership took care of this".
Fixing it requires taking apart dash and expensive part. The latch had to be replaced on the
driver side. This is not a recall. Safety systems are fixed for free. I did not know this before I
researched it". The muffler shop I went to replace da hanger and a small weld. They said I

should have 2 more years. When I complained to the sales manag". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Difficulty shifting manually. Heard loud
noise and car would jerk as shifting attempted. After we pulled over we could not restart car.
Clutch, pressure plate, release bearing and flywheel replaced. Needed to be towed 50 miles to
nearest repair facility". Had the transmission totally rebuilt". I bought the Honda so it could last
me until at least , So disappointed I'm getting rid of it and will never buy a Honda agai". Honda
did not cover under warrantee. All maintenance by dealer until then". Although, I did not expect
the last repair of a new transmission. I had already invested in keeping the Honda so I had the
dealer put in a new transmission. It was still better". Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Within the last twelve months I replaced the key's battery myself and
all those functions returned for about six months, then failed again. Both times when the
ignition key's remote unlock and alarm beep failed, I began manually unlocking from the driver's
side or passenger side and then using the manual switch built into those doors to unlock the
rest of the doors and rear gate At its worst--immediately after the remote features of the
electronic key stopped working for the second time--the manual switch to unlock the other
doors and the rear gate on the passenger-side door still would not unlock or pop up the door
lock tab on the driver's side door, and so the tab would have to be popped up manually from the
inside or unlocked with the key from the outside. That one feature has since returned--that is,
now the driver's side door's tab pops up when the passenger-side all-door unlock switch is
flipped. I still have to manually unlock the driver's door, and the alarm beep to signal that the
car is locked still doesn't work. We had a wiring-electrical short problem with the car for about 2
years after buying it, and that was eventually tracked down and repaired after a number of visits
to the dealership. I suspect that the symptom of the passenger-side door unlock switch failing
to open the driver's side door means that the problem is not just with the key remote. Sensor
replaced and problem cured". Although when parking the mirrors can be manually folded to hug
the chassis and present less of a target for being torn off by passing vehicles, I've had them
torn off on both sides several times while driving and so have lost the ability to manually fold
them when parked. The mirrors are wired to be adjustable from a switch on the driver's side
door, and since I didn't lose the wiring connection when the mirrors were torn off, I can still
adjust both mirrors using that door switch. When extended for driving, the '05 CRV's side door
mirrors seem to be at a height that lines up with a number of different makes and models of
vehicles--typically trucks and vans--so that their mirrors come in contact on a narrow two-lane
city street. I wish the mirrors themselves could be more readily replaceable by a do-it-yourselfer
using salvage parts. Rear door does not close well, causing "door open" warning on dash.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Knock sensor itself replaced. We haven't diagnosed the underlying problem. We decided to
drive the car on local roads only and under 40 miles per hour for the next few weeks or until it
stops. We will then give it away to NPR or someone who takes donations of cars that are in bad
shape. Oil leak test was inconvenient. Multiple trips to the dealer repair shop. After leaks were
repaired, another seep has developed in a third location". They were unable to locate problem
area. Replaced valve cover gasket, replaced VVT seals, replaced front crankshaft seal.
Occasionally oil still disappears, suspect oil ring in engine as check engine light comes on for a
few days, and then off. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Burned out many lights on vehilce
including headlights and taillights". Caused headlights to burn out quickly, flicker. More
common in cold weather. Interfered with Engine computer. Had to change alternator. Replaced
new. Required a new starter. This is when Honda was still making good cars unlike newer
models. Starter engine was replaced and car works great. Was unable to make repairs at home
since mounting brackets are connections were rusted. It just went out--very unusual for about,
75K". Replaced battery, did not fix. Finally broke down completely and we had towed. It was the
starter and it was very expensive". Mechanics indicate that the exhaust system no longer met
CA emission requirements. Also, sensors have failed. Apparently Honda CRVs from are a high
target for this as the theives only have to unscrew 4 screws to steal it and make a couple
hundred dollars on the palladium. O2 Sensor failure. Just replaced O2 sensor today". Took to
dealer and a sensor in the intake manifold went out. Told by the dealership service rep they
were related". When I was able to take it in, I was told I should not continue to drive it because
in addition to the issue with the rear differential, my front ball joints were bad, right and left.
Also needed replacement of the wheel bearings. Mechanic asked to wait to repair until noise is
louder to pin point specifically what is failing. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used

Interior room rivals that of some midsized SUVs. The engine is refined and relatively fuel
efficient. Handling is responsive and secure. The ride is composed, but road noise is evident.
There are 14 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble
Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better.
Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Cost to repair by dealer is not worth it" Ann
G. I am told this can be fixed but with a lot of labor involved I have also hit large pot holes which
causes my oil light to come on and stay on for a very long time " Catherine M. Have to do this
about once a year" David S. I have used both manufacturer and aftermarket bulbs and they last
no more than 6 months" Joseph F. Most for any car owned" Christian O. Have run into other
CR-V owners at auto parts store who say the same as they stock up like me on spares" Kristina
C. Have had dealer, local garage, and others replace but all burn out fairly quickly" Sue H. Never
had a car lose so many lights" Christian O. One time after unlocking the back manually with the
key, the lock seized my key and I needed to call a locksmith who was able to release the key
from the hatchback" Anonymous, MA Honda CR-V EX 2. Also the doors do not lock unless the
button is pushed" Gerald H. Mechanic thinks the problem is in the main control panel in drivers
side door" Robert S. Rotors I can understand but not callipers" Edwin H. I have no problens
with the brakes - they seem to work fine, although a caliper froze on me last year an needed
replacement" Daniel G. Had to reface them" Theodore M. Most noisy on wet days" Doug P.
Alignment "The model CR-V has a manufacturing flaw in that the suspension was set up with
the wrong caster or camber at the factory. We have had it worked on multiple times only to have
the problem persist" Jennifer C. Squeaking badly" Sidney L. This also facilitated a strange
sound when turning and my inability to turn the wheel properly" Leah J. Needed struts, ball
joints, sway bars" Sidney L. I got good prices and my mechanic is reasonable but it was still
expensive" Deborah S. Mechanics are certified" Michael B. Our summertime heat makes AC
very necessary" Francis W. I also had air conditioner problems and had to replace the air
conditioner" Linda F. We have yet to have this work completed" Thomas W. It just stopped
working" John D. Had to replace" Gary M. Have not repaired yet" Monte M. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "The exterior trim that surrounds the front window and then goes up the roof came
off on the driver's side" Christine T. Missing hardwear" Manuel G. We had the car repainted"
Elizabeth L. Had to repaint areas" Gerard T. Air or water leaks "Water leak down front pillar on
both sides. It's a loud car" Christine T. Had it rewelded" Roger R. It goes away when I
accelerate" Mary O. Catalytic converter "Catalytic converter wore out and had to be replaced.
Clutch replacement "While driving, engine warning lights went on. Had the transmission totally
rebuilt" David F. So disappointed I'm getting rid of it and will never buy a Honda agai" Dawn B. It
was still better" Dana S. Sensor replaced and problem cured" R N. Engine computer "The
engine had 2 sensor problems and one sensor flooded with oil after an oil change. It just went
out--very unusual for about, 75K" Bill F. It was the starter and it was very expensive" Robert J.
Just replaced O2 sensor today" William N. Told by the dealership service rep they were related"
Ken B. It is the only vehicle for 3 people. It goes Everywhere. We only keep up with regular
maintenance. And we do. It runs just like it did when I drove it off the lot. Someone tore my
cover for the Spare, but that doesn't hurt travel. I have nothing to dislike or complain about.
Love the leather seats, especially the heated seat feature. It's great during the winter. It drives
well in bad conditions like snow, rain, etc. A year ago I was in an accident and was hit by two
cars, and I was jostled a little bit but nothing too extreme. The car had a couple of dents, but
everything was fixed pretty easily. The car can definitely take a hit. Great for college students
who pack a lot in their cars. Good gas mileage, spacious in the back, fold down seats. It has a
neat pull out picnic table. Runs pretty smooth. The back seats pull down where there is ample
room to fit my bicycle in the back. It rides up pretty good on hills of you want to go on a
camping trip. I love my Honda CR-V.. It has plenty of space. I love that the seats all fold down
and also like that it has higher clearance from the ground but is not hard to drive at all. My
vehicle locks itself automatically, which means that there is a huge risk of locking your keys in
the car. It is also very old and it has a cracked window. I don't know how to use the radio, so
good luck with that. Since it was a hand-me-down from a relative, it can sometimes smell like
poop. The Honda CR-V is reliable and dependable. I have had it for about 10 years and still runs

like new. This vehicle also has the ability to withstand any weather condition and climate. It also
very comfortable and spacious which is great for long distances. It also has great gas mileage. I
highly recommend this vehicle to other people. Love my car! Stuff is gonna break as it ages.
The Honda CR-V has a lot of space and allows me to transport equipment as well as other
people. It helps me get around effectively and at a decent cost. The reliability of the vehicle is
great and is what largely swayed my decision in buying the car because Honda has very reliable
cars. We have k miles on it, all we replaced was the brake pads, starter, Front drive axle, and
lower arms on both sides, new rotors for front. My Honda CR-V is a wonderfully reliable car. It
can get through pretty much any weather conditions and is much tougher than it looks. There
have been several recalls on different aspects of this model, but I have experienced no major
issues because of this. If you're looking for something that is good on gas this is the vehicle for
you! The interior is very comfortable with a spacious trunk, all seats are collapsible and easy to
wash if you have little ones sticking up the back seat. If you are looking at this year and model
my advice is to routinely get an oil change, this model runs so much smoother when you have a
routine in place, without it this model putters a bit, and while it'll get you where you need to go
you'll be worried the entire time. If you live in an area that tends to have heavy snow and cold
make sure to warm your car before driving it, because of the year this model needs to be
warmed up pretty well. My Honda has made it through some of the worst winters in Upstate New
York and it still drives like a dream in It's comfortable to drive in. AC and heater are only in the
front which is good for the driver. Slow on acceleration. Steering isn't as smooth as newer
models. Big trunk. Radio player has cassette tape player. Has decent speakers. Safe car to drive
when starting out. I do have to keep up on the oil changes and everything, and I have had to
replace the battery a couple of time. As with any older car, you need to keep up an any
maintenance problems before they get bigger. We have had our 05 CRV since it was only 2
years old with only 19k miles on it. It now has k. This is my third and last Honda that I will ever
own. It will serve you well for the first 5 years of its life, but watch out afterwards. I have had
consistent suspension and alignment issues despite replacing all four struts, control arms and
even a ball joint. I have had to replace a window regulator in the drivers door and now we
cannot use the door lock and power mirror switches in the drivers door. Also the outside trim is
falling off in the Az sun. The power steering pump went out and you will likely need a new AC
compressor at some point like we did due to a design flaw were the exhaust manifold is too
close to it making it too hot. I am sticking to Toyotas and I hope to trade in this heap soon. Even
with high mileage, excellent consistent performance. Comfortable interior means I'm always
happy to sit and listen to some audio. Heated seats, sunroof, and a picnic table in the back to
hide the second area you can store tires. All wheel drive makes for a very nice traction,
especially when a trailer is hitched up. Car has a lot of mileage, air conditioner no longer works,
gas and brake pedals require a bit more force when stepping on it. Car is easy to drive though,
perfect size for friends and family. You'll have to drive with the windows down in the summers.
The heater works fine in the winters. I bought this car used and it is still in excellent condition.
There were about miles on it when i bought it, and I've put on about more miles on it. The
engine is in great shape, and my mechanic aka my dad thinks I could drive it for another at least
if I take care of it. Part of that quality is the fact that the past owner probably put a lot of
maintenance into it, but part of it is also the dependability and quality if the make. I love this
vehicle. Never had a problem and going at , miles! It is fun to drive, sporty, good gas mileage
and roomy interior. The hatchback rear door even has a hidden table inside which can be used
for tailgating or camping. I will be looking at a newer model when the time comes! My Honda
CR-V is very reliable and easy to drive. This is perfect for a first car given that the petals are not
too stiff and the car turns very easily. I would very much recommend a Honda CR-V to any
first-time drivers who are looking for a comfortable, durable car that will last a long while.
Because the car is an older vehicle, there is a whining noise as well as a knocking in the engine.
The transmission went after having the vehicle for 3 years. The sunroof is nice. The comfort is
decent and the trunk is a nice size. Very spacious. The gas mileage to the gallon is pretty good.
Good on gas, very sturdy. I am not concerned with it breaking down a ton even though it is
older. Have done regular maintenance but nothing crazy. I had a small car before this and the
differences in the snow is the best thing about this car. I feel safer and can drive with more
confidence in my vehicle doing what I need in poor weather. I love the CR-V! Gas mileage is
great, space is great, reliability is great. We have had no problems apart from normal
maintenance with this car. It's a spacious car so we fit very well inside, car seats included. We
were even able to do a cross-country trip with it and it had no issues. It's also great on a variety
of roads, which is awesome when you want to do more adventuring. I have not had any
problems. I like my car because it's reliable and it performs well. It does good on gas and even
with higher mileage. I like that it's taller so it's easier to climb in and out of it. It's roomy in the

back with decent trunk space for several things I need to put in there. Low maintenance. Good
mileage per gallon so it fits my lifestyle because I love going to road trips. The parts are easy to
find and affordable too. Other than regular oil change and other maintenance got appropriate
mileage, I didn't have any major issues that cost over my budget. It is compact enough that it is
easy for me to find parking. Roomy enough that 4 people can sit comfortably. My CR-V is
reliable, I get great performance out of this vehicle. I would drive this vehicle anywhere and
confident that it would get me to my destination without any problems. The parts for this brand
car are a little high but well worth the cost on the long run. If anyone were to purchase a Honda
they will be pleased. The CR-V is my dream car. It has tons of storage, a moon roof, and even a
fold out table in the back. I can transport all kinds of things and it's great for camping. I have
even moved some twin mattresses before in my car. There is plenty of space and comfort in
both the back and front. Only complaint is when you sit in the backseat, sometimes the road is a
little loud to hear the front seat passengers. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale
Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. EX SE.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Pamela C wrote
on January 25, Eryn B wrote on January 23, Nina K wrote on January 11, Leanne P wrote on
January 9, Rowan B wrote on November 29, Emily B wrote on November 21, Nicole wrote on
November 8, Joshua C wrote on October 24, Gary B wrote on October 16, Dutchess A wrote on
October 16, Andrew C wrote on October 5, Deborah S wrote on May 14, Tim wrote on April 24,
Julia S wrote on November 24, Lydia H wrote on November 18, Jacqueline S wrote on October
13, Jill L wrote on September 19, Alex W wrote on September 19, Jessica A wrote on September
19, Abigail S wrote on September 19, Bianca S wrote on September 19, Jenny R wrote on
September 19, Joann B wrote on September 19, Victoria D wrote on September 19, Continue to
Overview. When the car attempts to shift at high RPMs, about , it abruptly shifts or shakes
unless if I ease off the gas, making shifting difficult. When I restart the car, the VSA lights clear.
Is that switch the issue? Hi Brad. Thanks for sending the question today. I think you might want
to read this article about the P OBD-II trouble code , as there are several possible sources and
repair solutions. Most of the time, the issue is not with the sensor, but the electrical harness
connected to the sensor. My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Tim Charlet
Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and
should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home
Questions. What others are asking Humming sound when car is running Hey there. A humming
sound is a common noise made by bad wheel bearings or defective tires. A wheel bearing plays
a huge role in the safety and stability of a vehicle. Being that they are such crucial components,
I Read more. I hear a grinding noise when I shift to third gear Hello. This is a common problem
with your vehicle. It is so common, in fact, that Honda has a technical service bulletin for it. The
problem is an issue with either the a failure in the 3rd gear synchro or Transmission warning
light Hello. If a warning light is coming on for your transmission, it needs immediate attention.
The longer you drive with transmission problems and the warning light on, the more damage to
the transmission is done. What we don't want to How do you turn the VSA on and off? However,
there may be times when you need to turn it off. For instance, you might need more power
Intermittent airbag service light Fault codes need to be read out of the SRS system to determine
the cause of the Air Bag Light being illuminated. One common cause could be a faulty seat
occupancy sensor. These are used to determine the firing logic How much will it cost to replace
my catalytic converter on a Honda accord? Unfortunately catalytic converter replacement it's
not currently offered on the your mechanic platform. I would recommend Consulti
ford aerostar repair manual pdf
murano seat covers
chevrolet express 2015
ng with some local exhaust repair shops in your area to get a quote for this particular service.
The traction control system uses wheel speed sensors at each of the wheels, which monitor Car
won't start, even with jumpstart Hello. It is likely that the car battery is the cause of why your car
won't start. It is possible that the battery has bad cells which will prevent the car from starting,
even when using jumper cables. The battery, Car won't go - Honda Odyssey Hello, thanks for
writing in. Unfortunately, without additional detail as to the specific symptoms you are
experiencing or any potential indication of warning lights, etc. This may be difficult to diagnose
without physically inspecting the vehicle. I would recommend having Related articles. From
time to time, you can also expect to be bringing Lots of room, plenty of cargo space, and
sometimes, the ability to handle rough terrain. Some fishermen also want the option of towing a
boat. With that in mind, we Browse other content.

